
Introduction:

Enrichment Activity

Design Technology is all about:

• Analysing

• Thinking

• Creating

• Evaluating

This enrichment project is designed to 

stretch your brain matter, getting you 

designing and start you thinking like an 

A-Level design student!

All students will need to have or have access to :

• A computer or laptop.

• Stationery including: pencil, eraser, 

sharpener, 30cm ruler, fine line pen (black), 

colour pencils, 30°/60° and 45° set squares, 

pair of compasses, protractor, calculator.

• Plain paper, A4 or A3.

• Basic modelling materials such as: paper, 

card, glue, tape (raid the recycling bin at 

home).

• Basic modelling equipment such as: scissors, 

craft knife and cutting mat (if you have them)

Required course 

material:

0
Learning Objective: To think like an A-Level Design 

Technology student.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces



Amazing Small Spaces

Design situation: In the modern world, as 

the global population keeps growing, space 

is becoming a premium. People are adapting 

to living, working and relaxing in smaller and 

smaller spaces, using innovative ways to 

make use of the areas they have available to 

them.

Design task: You have been asked to 

design an innovative but practical ‘amazing 

small space’ (indoors or outdoors) for a 

client of your choosing.

Watch George Clark’s ‘Amazing Small 

Spaces’ series for inspiration.

Learning Outcomes:

1
Learning Objective: To think like an A-Level Design 

Technology student.

By the end of this project you will have 

developed a better understanding of the 

design process including the:

• Design situation and task

• Task analysis

• Design brief

• Research

• Generating initial ideas

• Drawing skills

• Developing ideas into design proposals

• Modelling design proposals

• Final design

• Evaluating the final design

Project: Amazing Small Spaces

https://www.channel4.com/programmes/george-clarkes-amazing-spaces


SKILL: Analysing
Analyse the design situation and task you 

have been set. 

• What will you need to look into before you 

can start this project?

• Who are you going to design for?

TASK: complete a mind map or ‘task 

analysis’ for this project.

2
Learning Objective: To analyse and explore the 

amazing small spaces project.

What does 

it mean?

Task Analysis

Areas to consider:

• Possible clients: age range? – children, 

young professionals, parents; gender? –

male, female, neutral; cultural, ethnic, 

religious background? – British, African, 

Buddhist, Rock Star; Is there someone at 

home who could be your client?

• Function (uses of a space): working, 

relaxing (hobbies, listening to music, 

drawing, crafts, reading) cooking, storage, 

living, sleeping, holidaying, sport?

• Existing products: What is already out 

there? What can you take inspiration from? 

Converted vehicles? Small flats?

Project: Amazing Small Spaces



SKILL: Thinking

Write yourself your own design brief e.g.

• I have been asked to design and make an 

outdoor children’s play area, which must 

be raised off the ground by 1.5m.

• My client has asked me to design and 

make an storage system for his sporting 

equipment which include a bicycle.

• My client often works from home in his 

small apartment. He has asked me to 

design and make a collapsible desk.

• I have been asked to convert an old 

railway carriage into a holiday home for a 

family of four with a dog.

3 Learning Objective: To write your own design brief.

When writing a design brief, try to include as 

much information as you can but don’t specify 

exactly what you are going to make.

For example:

• Who is it for?

• What must it do?

• What must it include?

• What space must it fit in?

Avoid saying things like…

• It must be rectangular and have 4 legs

• It will be made from natural timber

• It will include 3 LED lights with a switch

• It will be a wall-mounted bicycle rack

Project: Amazing Small Spaces

What does 

it mean?



SKILL: Analysing
Analyse the design brief you have just 

written. 

• What will you need to look into before you 

can start designing?

• Who are you going to design for? What do 

they want or need?

• What restrictions do you have?

• What materials and construction methods 

could you use?

TASK: complete a mind map or ‘task 

analysis’ for your chosen project.

4
Learning Objective: To analyse your design brief and 

explore your project in more depth.

Task 
Analysis

Areas to consider:

• Client: what are their needs and wants?

• Function (uses of a space): what will they be 

doing in the space? Does it need to be weather 

resistant? Must it be collapsible?

• Materials: what could be suitable and why?

• Cost: Is their a limit? Budget or premium?

• Sustainability and environmental factors: Are 

these a concern? How could you include them?

• Existing products: What is already out there? 

What can you take inspiration from?

• Aesthetics: Should it look a certain way? Modern 

and sleek, fun and playful, natural and organic?

• Size: Is their a limit? E.g. 2 x 2 x 4m

• Safety: no sharp edges? Stable? Electrical safety?

Project: Amazing Small Spaces

What does 

it mean?



4
Learning Objective: To analyse your design brief and 

explore your project in more depth.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me

This is an example of an A-Level student using a task 

analysis to investigate all aspects of their amazing small 

spaces project (focusing on converting the small plane 

into a children’s education trailer).

This is a grade 

A example of 

work.

Note the hand 

written style 

and the fact 

they write 

questions 

instead of 

statements

e.g. what 

timber could 

withstand the 

elements 

outside? NOT 

timber can be 

used outside if 

treated first.



4
Learning Objective: To analyse your design brief and 

explore your project in more depth.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student using a task 

analysis to investigate all aspects of their MR3 speaker 

project.

This is a grade B/C 

example of work.

Note the range of 

headings and sub-

heading, allowing the 

person to organise 

their thoughts and the 

use of arrows linking 

up key areas.



4
Learning Objective: To analyse your design brief and 

explore your project in more depth.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student using a 

task analysis to investigate all aspects of their bed 

side table project.

This is a grade D/E 

example of work..

Note the lack of 

specific 

detail/explanation and 

the lack of questions 

which would lead onto 

research.



SKILL: Thinking
Now that you have analysed the design 

situation and come up with your own project, 

its time for some serious thinking!

Research: What else do you need to know 

before you can start designing?

• Look at existing projects?

• Analyse and measure the space you 

have to work in?

• Look into suitable materials and 

construction methods.

• Look for inspiration in other designers 

work, the natural world, artistic styles, 

etc… (make a mood board to help you)

5
Learning Objective: To investigate all possible aspects 

of your project.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

1. Where or how could you find out this 

information (other than an internet search!)?

2. What does the term ‘analyse’ really mean?

3. Why is it important to complete this research 

at this point in your project?

4. At what other point in the project may you 

need to do more research?

5. What is the difference between primary and 

secondary investigations?

6. List the designers whose work you admire. 

What about their work appeals to you?

7. List 5 other possible themes (other than ‘the 

natural world’).

Link up your 

knowledge



SKILL: Thinking
Now that you have done your research, you 

can write a list of all the things your design 

must, should or could do or include.

This is called a specification.

For example:

• My design must be weatherproof 

because…

• My design must fit inside a railway carriage 

measuring 8 x 4 x 4m because...

• My design must be based of the style or 

architect, Zaha Hadid because…

• My design should include bright colours 

because…

• My design could include interchangeable 

playground equipment because…

6
Learning Objective: To create a testable and 

measurable specification.

All specification points should the testable or 

measurable and you need to explain why at the end 

of each point. ACCESSFM areas to consider:

• Aesthetics: must it look a certain way? Colourful, 

modern, natural, geometric, curved lines…

• Customer: who must it be suitable for / appeal to? 

What restrictions might this have on the design? 

E.g. children are small, so steps must be small too.

• Cost: How much would an idea like this retail for? 

Must it be cheap and affordable? Expensive?

• Environment: must it use recycled or recyclable 

materials? Is the saving the environment a factor?

• Size: must be no bigger than… (mm or m)

• Safety: Think about who is using it? Laws?

• Function: What must it do / include?

• Materials: Could use pine/acrylic/steel…

Project: Amazing Small Spaces

What does 

it mean?



SKILL: Creating
Time to start designing! 

• Sketches should be hand drawn at this 

stage and can be very rough. 

• Its about getting the ideas out of your 

head, not producing beautifully presented 

designs, that comes later once you have 

figured everything out.

• You should produce at least 2 sides of A3

or approximated 15-20 initial ideas 

(small, quick ideas)

• Use annotation to explain things in more 

detail such as materials and construction 

methods.

• You do not need to include colour at this 

stage if you don’t want to.

1. What media could you sketch in? (pencil is 

not the only option)

2. What drawing techniques would be suitable? 

Isometric? Perspective? Oblique?

3. What set square do you use for the 

following:

• Isometric drawing

• Oblique drawing

4. List the other drawing techniques you know.

5. How could you use annotation to explain 

your ideas further?

6. What does CAD stand for?

7. Why are presentation skills important for a 

designer?

Link up your 

knowledge

7
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces



7
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student sketching 

out ideas for a storage unit using a pencil, pen, 

coloured marker, two point perspective drawing 

skills and annotating their work.

This is a grade A 

example of work, 

you are not 

expected to 

sketch at this 

level yet.

Note the layout of 

the page and the 

space between 

sketches.

They are not the 

most innovative 

of  ideas, but they 

are all different 

and do the same 

thing in different 

ways.



7
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student sketching 

out ideas for a commercial kitchen storage unit 

using a pencil, coloured pencil and isometric 

drawing skills and annotating their work.

This is a grade B/C 

example of work, you 

maybe able to sketch 

like this already.

Note the large number 

of sketches, the 

different viewpoints 

shown, the loose 

drawing style and the 

use of arrows to 

indicate movement.

They are not the most 

innovative of  ideas, 

but they are all different 

and do the same thing 

in different ways.



7
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student sketching 

out ideas for a children’s play and storage area 

using a pencil, the oblique drawing style and 

annotating their work.

This is a grade 

D/E example of 

work, compare 

this with the last 

slides drawing 

skill level.

Note loose 

sketching style, 

shading and 

overlapping lines.

They are not the 

most innovative 

of  ideas, but they 

are all different 

and do the same 

thing in different 

ways.



SKILL: Creating
Time to start developing your ideas 

into workable designs! 

• Pick out your favourite ideas, maybe 2-4 

of them.

• Draw them out larger and in more detail.

• Zoom into areas or draw them from 

different viewpoints to show all the detail.

• Use CAD if you have access to Goggle 

SketchUp or another package.

• Add colour and texture to your designs.

• Annotate your work, explaining possible 

materials and construction methods e.g. 

oak plank bolted onto main beam. Steel 

hinge screwed into pine base and frame.

Link up your 

knowledge

8 Project: Amazing Small Spaces
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

develop initial ideas into design proposals.

1. What drawing techniques are suitable for 

developed ideas?

2. Why would a designer include focused or 

‘zoomed in’ sketches of certain features?

3. What does ‘rendering’ mean?

4. Why might a designer include a light source 

and shading when presenting developed 

ideas?

5. How could you show scale in your drawings?

6. List as many construction methods as you 

can think of (e.g. screws).

7. What other CAD packages could you use?

8. What are the advantages of CAD compared 

with freehand sketching?



8
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student developing 

an idea for a games table using a pencil, coloured 

pencil and two point perspective drawing skills and 

annotating their work.

This is a grade A 

example of work, 

you are not 

expected to 

sketch at this 

level yet.

Note the layout of 

the page, the 

zoomed in and 

exploded views, 

the use of arrows 

to link information 

and show 

construction 

methods.



8
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student developing 

an idea for a bicycle alarm using a pencil, coloured 

pencil and isometric drawing skills and annotating 

their work.

This is a grade 

B/C example of 

work, you maybe 

able to sketch like 

this already.

Note the layout of 

the page, the 

zoomed in and 

exploded views, 

the use of arrows 

to link information 

and show 

construction 

methods.

What is missing 

from this page 

compared with 

the last one?



8
Learning Objective: To develop sketching skills to 

design a wide range of initial ideas.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

Show me
This is an example of an A-Level student developing 

an idea for a games table using a pencil, coloured 

pencil and isometric drawing skills and annotating 

their work.

This is a grade D/E example of work. Note the different versions of the same idea and the 

explanations of the suitability of each.

Note these 

designs lack 

the zoomed in 

and exploded 

views that 

show how it 

would be 

constructed. 

Here the 

designer is 

solely 

focusing in on 

the shape.



SKILL: Creating
Once you have a favourite developed idea, 

its time to test it out!

Create a model of your chosen idea:

• Use materials you can find at home: 

paper, card, tape, glue (raid the recycling 

bin), scissors or craft knife.

• Think about scale and proportion, you 

may not be able to create a full sized 

scale, how about ½ or ¼ sized.

• What works and doesn’t work? And 

change/develop your design accordingly.

• Photograph your model and analyse it.

• What real materials could you use?

• How would the real thing be put 

together/constructed?

Link up your 

knowledge

9
Learning Objective: To develop modelling and testing 

skills.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

1. Explain why designers make models of their 

designs?

2. List the materials you could use to make a 

model in the workshop.

3. What is the difference between and 

aesthetic model and a functional model?

4. What types of products would you need to 

scale up when making a model?

5. Explain the health and safety concerns 

regarding using a craft knife.

6. List the adhesives you could use when 

making a model.



SKILL: Evaluating
Once you have modelled you favourite idea 

and worked out the kinks, its time to finalise 

your design proposal.

Draw out your final design in a suitable 

drawing technique:

• Isometric? 3rd angle orthographic? CAD 

package?

• Add colour and texture.

• Add dimensions, remembering scale.

Evaluate your final design proposal:

• Does it do what you set out for it to do? 

(check you design against your 

specification). How?

• If not, why? And how could you develop it 

further so that it does?

Link up your 

knowledge

10
Learning Objective: To develop technical drawing skills 

and critical evaluation techniques.
Project: Amazing Small Spaces

1. What is the main purpose of creating a 3rd

angle orthographic projection of a design?

2. What CAD package do we use in school?

3. What is meant by the term ‘scale’?

4. Explain why isometric is a suitable drawing 

technique for a final design.

1. Why do designer evaluate their work at the 

end of a project?

2. Why do designers refer back to their 

specification at the end of a project?

3. What tests might a designer run on their 

prototype?


